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How To Play Hockey
Explores the game's core skills from warming up to playing positions, features personal tips from the experts, and includes
individual action photographs of such famous hockey players as Gary Roberts and Martin Brodeur.
The inspiring true story of Manon Rhéaume, the first and only woman to play a game in the National Hockey League, featuring an
afterward from Manon herself. “One day, a woman will play in the National Hockey League. If no one prevents her,” said a twelveyear-old Manon Rhéaume. Manon always dreamed of playing hockey. So, when the team her father coached needed a goalie, fiveyear-old Manon begged for the chance to play. She didn’t care that she’d be the only girl in the entire league or that hockey was
considered a “boys’ sport” in her hometown of Lac-Beauport, Quebec, Canada. All she cared about was the game. After her
father gave her that first chance to play, she embarked on a spectacular, groundbreaking career in hockey. At every level of
competition, Manon was faced with naysayers, but she continued to play, earning her place on prestigious teams and ultimately
becoming the first woman to play a game in the NHL. Including an afterword written by Manon herself, Breaking the Ice is the true
story of one girl’s courage, determination, and love for the sport.
A record-setting Finnish best-seller, now available for the first time in English! Teemu Selanne is unquestionably hockey royalty,
having won countless accolades—including a Stanley Cup championship and four Olympic medals—during his storied career. This
deep dive into the life of a unique superstar, top athlete, and family man shows that such success and longevity have not come
without complex hurdles. How did a youngster from Helsinki mature into a world-class player, one of the best of all time? What
kind of personal obstacles has Selanne encountered, and how did he manage the immense pressure of representing his country
and striving for his sport's top prizes? Featuring never-before-told stories from Selanne's NHL years with the with the Winnipeg
Jets, Anaheim Ducks, San Jose Sharks, and Colorado Avalanche, as well as rare color photos from his personal collection, this
authorized biography is an essential read for all hockey fans.
Use mental-training strategies to become a complete player and embrace a team-first mindset. Self-assessments identify player
strengths and weaknesses and personalize the book’s content to individual game preparation and play. Includes insights from the
game’s top players and coaches on winning the mental game.
Presents a guide to developing and improving hockey skills regardless of age or ability, and includes advice and tips on body
positioning, stick work, puckhandling, dekeing, and breakaways.
For the past several years veteran hockey mom Christie Casciano’s monthly Hockey Mom columns have been required reading
for the half million readers of USA Hockey Magazine. Drawing on her twenty years in the youth hockey trenches, she brings a wit
and wisdom that comes with spending countless hours in the rink. Mixing in a little cutting humor and some good old-fashioned
motherly advice, her articles speak to and for grizzled veterans and newcomers to the sport alike. My Kids Play Hockey is a
compilation of Christie’s work. Some of her topics include: Back to School, Back to Hockey: Getting Ready for a Fresh Season
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How to Act Like an Adult at a Youth Hockey Game Organizing Your Hockey Household Valuable Lessons Learned during a Losing
Season Striking a Balance between being Coach and a Parent Whether your kid shoots a puck, kicks a soccer ball or swings a
baseball bat, Christie’s sound and sage advice should be required reading for all sports parents. Because when it comes to
keeping your head in the game, this mother definitely knows best.
What's the best game you can name? HOCKEY! Play to win. It's hockey guess time. To score a goal, call out the rhyme. The
buzzer blares. Are you set? Slap the shot. It's an open . . . NET! This rollicking read will have kids calling out hockey words and
terms as they get caught up in the energy of a game and a riddle with every page turn. Alongside learning basic hockey terms and
lingo, young readers will be counting and rhyming their way to reading fun.
Hockey Basics for Kids and Beginners is a fast, fun, and simple way to introduce hockey to the beginning player. Learning to play any sport
can be confusing. Hockey Basics for Kids and Beginners provides a solid foundation for terminology, rules, positions, equipment and rink
layout. It reviews what the reader understands with quick, fun, simple practice pages to reinforce learning. Before you can understand the
following, "Alright, I'm going to need you between the pipes, and then you are going to go to the top of the circle, fake a deke, drop the puck
at the hash marks, where you're going to take a wrister, top shelf!" you've got to read this book. (The translation is on the website:
www.HockeyCoachJohn.com ) Hockey players wear a lot of gear, exhibit a lot of skills, and play on a rink with a lot of lines and circles and
dots. This book will explain it all! It is designed for kids and adult novices who want to learn about the sport of hockey! Have you wondered
why there are hash marks on the ice? Why are some of the dots red but another one blue? How come there are two colors of shirts? Why do
they put tape on the stick? What equipment does a hockey player have to wear? This book will answer all of those questions and more! Now
all you need is some ice time!
Introduce the very youngest players to hockey in this shaped board book! This sturdy hockey player-shaped board book introduces the very
youngest players to the best game you can name. A young hockey player gets ready, warms up and helps the team play a great game.
Readers will cheer along with the fans when our player scores the big goal! Bright artwork and clear text will help young hockey enthusiasts
see what it's like to play, and get them excited for their own first game.
Cool Hockey practice blank lined note book will make a great gift for the coach or player who loves being on the Ice 120 Pages High Quality
Paper 6
The gritty and inspiring story of a minor-league hockey goalie's comeback season.
This series is designed to supplement the actual play or coaching of dozens of sports and activities. Full color figure drawings and diagrams
take the mystery from effective techniques, bringing the beginner to competitive status in a minimum time period.
Next up in the fan-favorite Rookie Book series, Sports Illustrated Kids explains the coolest game in the world to its youngest fans. The puck
drops, skates flash, and sticks fly-a hockey game is underway! With a fun mix of Sports Illustrated action photography, simple text, a full
glossary of terms, and cool graphics, My First Book of Hockey introduces readers to the basics. Kids (and maybe a few adults, too!) will learn
how power plays work, how the three-period game flows, what a hat trick is, what's up with the referee's crease, and more. An illustrated
"rookie" character appears on every page, guiding the reader moment by moment, and helping to make My First Book of Hockey an ideal
shared reading experience between parents and their young rookies before, during, and after the game.
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A book "devoted to helping young hockey players play this exciting game with greater skill ... The first section of the book deals with the
individual skills that hockey players must have. The second section is concerned with team play and game situations"--Preface.

Provides information on equipment and rules, offers tips on improving skating and scoring techniques, and profiles
famous female hockey players.
In Hockey Rules for Kids, Bucky Beaver, Bertie Bear, Simon Squirrel and Robbie Rabbit tell you all about Canada's
national game. Learn about: - Scoring goals - Making saves - Types of penalties - Parts of the rink - Referee signals - All
the hockey lingo: Penalty Kill, Power Play, Overtime and more!
In Puckster Plays the Hockey Mascots, Puckster and his pals realize the dream of being on the ice with their hockey
heroes - the Toronto Maple Leafs mascot Carlton the bear and the Montreal Canadiens mascot Youppi. These legendary
NHL mascots inspired Puckster to play hockey and cheer for Hockey Canada and now here he was playing in a real
game with these hockey greats. But when his drive to win and desire to impress others gets in the way, Puckster realizes
that he has let his team down and forgotten the true spirit of teamwork. Puckster Plays the Mascots is yet another
exciting hockey adventure for young fans. With the exciting addition of two legendary characters and the important
message of teamwork, this classic tale offers all fans of the game a lesson in friendship.
In a hockey match unrivaled in prehistory, the Meat-Eaters take on the Veggiesaurs. Fans go wild in the stands as T. Rex
and Triceratops face off, and the game is off to a rip-roaring start. An assist from Raptor gains the first goal for the MeatEaters—but the naughty Pterodactyl twins, playing wingers, earn their team a penalty. The Veggies are quick to take
advantage and Diplo scores. A tie game! Join the fans and find out what happens. You'll have a front row seat, so keep
an eye on Raptor. Hockey gets him pretty riled up and that's quite a set of teeth he's baring . . .
This is the story of hockey, one scar at a time. For the casual enthusiast and hockey fanatic alike comes a brilliant
collection of essays and photographs celebrating the grit and dedication of hockey players who regularly and willingly
withstand injury and hardship to play the sport they love. Veteran hockey writer Todd Smith explores a side of the NHL
that is rarely seen. Through in-depth player interviews and inside-the-locker-room reportage, Hockey Strong gives
readers a behind-the-pads look at the playing in pain ethos that has been woven into the fabric of the game. What
separates a hockey player’s toughness from other athletes’ is the fact that being hockey strong is more than a single
performance or bout or game or series. Hockey strong is a way of life. Superstars, muckers, snipers, and enforcers alike:
the arduous journey of an NHL player is a story of the human body. It is the cracking left fist of the Philadelphia Flyers’
Dave Brown and the battering ram right hand of the Detroit Red Wings’ Joe Kocur. It is the unbreakable hockey heart of
Rob McClanahan during “The Miracle on Ice” at the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid. It is the smashed face Kris
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Draper suffered during the bloody rivalry between the Colorado Avalanche and the Detroit Red Wings. Medical clearance
to fight. Midgame root canals. Crushed orbital bones. Beer league determination. Legendary beat-downs. Collapsed
lungs that go unreported. Unrelenting pain. Recovery and valor. Players refusing to go out because they owe it all to their
brothers in uniform. Includes stories from: Shjon Podein, Dave Brown, Kris Draper, Kirk Maltby, Joe Kocur, Darren
McCarty, Chris Nilan, David Clarkson, Rob McClanahan, Herb Brooks, Jack Carlson, Zach Parise, Charlie Coyle, Rick
Tocchet, the Playoffs, and more!
In The Mental Game of Ice Hockey, Brian Cain, the foremost authority on mental conditioning on the ice, takes you
through the process of developing mental toughness in yourself, your players and your program as you learn how to truly
play one shift at a time. Join Cain as he trains you to: 1. Compete one shift at a time and live in the present moment 2.
Become a machine of consistency by creating performance routines 3. Build championship culture and chemistry and
redefine the values of your program 4. Develop self-discipline and live a lifestyle of excellence 5. Gain mental and
emotional Control and become master of your mental game 6. Implement a process to take you from where you are to
where you want to be & much, much more. In The Mental Game of Ice Hockey, Cain teams up with Jason Kersner, one
of the top young ice hockey coaches in the world who has implemented The Mental Game of Ice Hockey system since
2007. Kersner shares his years of experience in coaching both on the ice and the mental game to help the reader make a
seamless transition of the system to the ice. "This is the best book on ice hockey I have ever read." Tim Gleason Team
USA Ice Hockey 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games Silver Medal "The Mental Game of Ice Hockey gives you incredible
understanding and insight into the mindset of the best players and coaches in the country. Cain's system will help your
staff and players better compete one shift at a time and make you more consistent." Kevin Sneddon Head Ice Hockey
Coach The University of Vermont "Brian Cain knows the rhythm of success. He is an incredible source of inspiration, and
his methods have proven to get results. This book will change the way you approach the game and will change the way
you live." Lyndsey Fry Team USA Women's Ice Hockey 2014 Sochi Olympic Games Silver Medal
This chunky board book has especially thick flaps that babies can grasp and lift. See and say the names of all things
hockey. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include patterns and details to hold baby's
attention.
What better way to introduce your child to the entertaining, action-packed world of hockey than through a new series of books aimed at the
youngest of hockey fans? Published through the combined efforts of the NHL, the NHLPA and Fenn/Tundra, My First NHL Books introduce
preschool readers to the essential early concepts of learning through the fun and entertaining themes of hockey. Count players, sticks and
Stanley cups, explore the colours of the rainbow through team logos and sweaters; look for familiar shapes amongst pucks, scorebaords and
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nets, and work your way through an alphabet that includes everything from A is for Arena to Z is for Zamboni, and everything hockey in
between.
During an ice hockey game, Snoopy hurts his knee and has to be taken to the hospital for surgery, but while sitting in the waiting room,
Charlie Brown and Marcie discover something very interesting. Original.
A New York Times bestselling author takes a rollicking deep dive into the ultra-competitive world of youth hockey Rich Cohen, the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Chicago Cubs: Story of a Curse and Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football,
turns his attention to matters closer to home: his son’s elite Pee Wee hockey team and himself, a former player and a devoted hockey
parent. In Pee Wees: Confessions of a Hockey Parent, Cohen takes us through a season of hard-fought competition in Fairfield County,
Connecticut, an affluent suburb of New York City. Part memoir and part exploration of youth sports and the exploding popularity of American
hockey, Pee Wees follows the ups and downs of the Ridgefield Bears, the twelve-year-old boys and girls on the team, and the parents
watching, cheering, conniving, and cursing in the stands. It is a book about the love of the game, the love of parents for their children, and the
triumphs and struggles of both.
They are motivators, key strategists, tough bosses, and choreographers. They can be branded as heroes, ousted as scapegoats, quietly
valued as friends, and everything in between. It's all in the job description for an NHL head coach. In Behind the Bench, ESPN's Craig
Custance sits down for film sessions and candid conversations with some of the game's most notable modern luminaries—names like Mike
Babcock, Joel Quenneville, Dan Bylsma, Todd McLellan, Ken Hitchcock, and Claude Julien—all of whom share their singular views on topics
ranging from leadership secrets to on-ice game plans. Dissect some of hockey's greatest moments with the men who set the pieces in
motion. Go straight to the source on what it's like to manage a dressing room full of the league's top stars or execute line changes with
everything at stake. Signature games, including Stanley Cup finals, Olympic gold medal clashes, and World Championship contests—both
wins and losses—are reflected upon and broken down in detail, making this essential reading for current and aspiring coaches, players, and
hockey fans alike.
Hockey Plays and Strategies features a variety of plays, systems, and strategies for game play in the offensive, neutral, and defensive zones.
Special situations such as the power play, penalty kill, and face-offs are also featured.
This easy-to-read guide, filled with illustrations and action photographs, contains everything for the fan and non-fan alike to understand and
enjoy the sport of ice hockey. Each section stands alone, so it can be used as a handy reference guide, and it is so lightweight it can easily
be taken to games. The book includes:- The Rules of Hockey Simplified - The Most Recent NHL Changes - What to Look For During Play Statistics Explained - League and Playoff Formats - Stars of the Past and Present - Awards and Records- A Complete Glossary. The National
Hockey League expansion of the last decade and the increased television coverage exposed millions of new fans to hockey. The Stanley
Cup is now seen in over 170 countries, while annual sales of NHL merchandise today exceed $1 billion. Yet hockey remains one of the least
understood sports. With the help of this guide, you can learn to follow the excitement of America's fastest-paced sport in no time at all.
“Kadohata’s slapshot is the heart-swelling narrative of a father and son…Truly powerful.” —Jason Reynolds “A deeply poignant story about a
boy sorting out his priorities.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A vivid, memorable portrayal of a boy within his family, his sport, and his
gradually broadening world.” —Booklist (starred review) From Newbery Medalist Cynthia Kadohata comes a brilliantly-realized novel about a
hockey player who must discover who he is without the sport that defines him. Hockey is Conor’s life. His whole life. He’ll say it himself,
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he’s a hockey beast. It’s his dad’s whole life too—and Conor is sure that’s why his stepmom, Jenny, left. There are very few things Conor
and his dad love more than the game, and one of those things is their Doberman, Sinbad. When Sinbad is diagnosed with cancer, Conor
chooses to put his hockey lessons and practices on hold so they can pay for Sinbad’s chemotherapy. But without hockey to distract him,
Conor begins to notice more. Like his dad’s crying bouts, and his friend’s difficult family life. And then Conor notices one more thing: Without
hockey, the one thing that makes him feel special, is he really special at all?
"Gives die-hard fans and newcomers to the sport the inside edge!" —Scotty Bowman, NHL's winningest coach and former coach of the Detroit
Red Wings "Nothing gets by John Davidson. If the first edition didn’t already make you a fan, then this edition will!" —Mark Messier, NHL AllStar "My dog, Blue, and I ran out to get Hockey For Dummies, 2nd Edition. We give it two paws up!" —Don Cherry, former NHL coach and
“Coaches Corner” commentator for Hockey Night in Canada "...a must read for all hockey fans!" —John Vanbiesbrouck, former goaltender,
New York Islanders "...the most comprehensive, easily understood source of hockey history and instruction I've ever come across. Not only
was 'JD' a superb player in the NHL, he is also an extremely skilled commentator sharing his knowledge of the game with fans all over North
America. From hat tricks to power plays, Hockey For Dummies provides the reader with the wisdom of an expert. —From the Foreword by
Wayne Gretzky This updated edition of the bestselling guide to all things hockey is packed with illustrations and play-by-play descriptions,
diagrams, and photos of the NHL’s greatest players. It tells you how to: Gear up safely with the right equipment Improve your skills with drills
Warm up mentally—and physically—before hitting the ice Respect rules and good sportsmanship Find US and Canadian leagues and camps
Former New York Ranger, John Davidson offers you plays only the pros know and tips for playing hockey at any level. And he fills you in on:
Hockey ABCs, its origins, positions, gear, rules, and more The complete NHL—explores the various leagues, greatest players, training, and
tons of fascinating facts, figures, and priceless trivia The best ways to follow the game from the stands or on TV How the pros do it—includes
tips from Gretzky on passing, Messier on winning face-offs, and other star players on how to play like a pro From youth leagues to the secrets
of the NHL greats, Hockey For Dummies, is your total guide to this cool sport.
Offense may be fun, but defense wins games. This book gives the inside scoop on this important but often overlooked aspect of the game.
For ages 8-12.
#1 National Bestseller This hockey generation's brightest talent has been plagued by concussions. Now, the very style of play that has
brought Crosby such success may be heralding the end of his career. Sidney Crosby is arguably the best player ever to put on skates. You
could argue that Bobby was better, or Wayne, or Gordie. But it would be hard to argue that any of those guys changed the game as much as
Sid. No defenceman came along in Bobby's wake to play like him. There will never be another 99. But in Crosby's case, the entire league
was re-made in his image. The game can be divided into two eras: before and after Sidney Crosby arrived in 2005, breaking Mario Lemieux's
rookie scoring record. Says NHL star Matt Duchene, who entered the league in 2008, just three years after Crosby: "Just in the time that I
was going from peewee and bantam to junior, there was a whole other game before and after. You didn't have a choice really--you had to
adapt and adopt the way he did things or get left way behind." In an effort to keep up with Sid, the game changed. It's faster now, more
skilled. There are more highlight-reel goals, and fewer fights. And in many ways, Crosby has thrived. Three Stanley Cups. Two Olympic gold
medals. A World Cup. And enough individual trophies to fill a truck. But then, if Crosby hadn't changed the league, he might expect a longer
career. Today, Sidney Crosby is the first generational superstar whose every shift could be his last. He invented a faster game, and the faster
game has taken its toll on its creator. Crosby has suffered several concussions, and missed most of an entire season with symptoms. He
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plays the game fearlessly, but he also plays it without a bodyguard. The irony is that he created a league that made it harder for him to thrive.
And the tragedy may be that he has created a league that will bring his career to an end in one fell swoop, in front of millions. Telling the story
of a generational talent and the way he has revolutionized the game, Gare Joyce will also bring into focus crucial questions about the way the
game is played today, assessing fighting and concussions in the light of the way these issues impinge on arguably the greatest player ever to
skate.
A guide for sports fans on how to watch and appreciate the game of hockeyMore and more fans are watching the NHL each week, but many
of them don't know exactly what they should be watching. How does an offense create shooting lanes for its best sniper? When a center
breaks through and splits between two defensemen, which defender is to blame? Why does a goalie look like a Hall of Famer one week and
a candidate for the minor leagues the next? This guide for sports fans on how to watch and appreciate the game of hockey takes you inside a
coach's mind as he builds a roster or constructs a game plan, to the chaos of the goalie's crease, and deep into the perpetual chess match
between offense and defense. Discussing topics such as what to look for when a team goes on the power play and why playing center might
be the most grueling job in sports, Take Your Eye Off the Puck shows fans how to get the most out of watching their favorite sport.
Hockey Anatomy presents 96 exercises with 68 variations to improve on-ice performance. Highly detailed anatomical drawings highlight
muscle groups used during exercise and during game action.
Learn the very same skills that Connor McDavid and Auston Mathews use to dominate the NHL! Following the smash success of Play Better
Hockey, the second edition of Ron Davidson's best-selling volume has been retooled with even more individual skill advancements for the
modern player. From fundamentals to high-level skills, Play Better Hockey gives players the tools they need to become the next superstars of
the NHL by focusing on the development of individual hockey skills and by promoting a mastery of body positioning, skating and stick work.
Learning these skills gives players a strong fundamental understanding of how to move effectively on the ice in any gameplay situation. The
skills are organized to allow readers to progress from fundamentals in skating and stick work to advanced moves in dekeing and deception.
Davidson's progressive-learning approach teaches beginners the proper techniques, hones the skills of intermediate-level players and
challenges elite players with the additional skills they need. Below are a few of the skills players can be expected to learn in this retooled
second edition: Drive and delay Heel-to-heel turns Tight turns Extending your reach Receiving off-target shooting Shot-blocking techniques
Tip-ins and deflections Shooting between your legs The Forsberg deke The Datsyuk deke The outside-edge reverse And many more...
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